
Mommy Owned 

My name is Mekida Hayes-Wilson 
President of Everything and The 
Baby LLC and Lunch Hour Shower 
LLC. Established in 2008. My niche 
is that I create unique handmade 
gift essentials that are made of 
100% premium reusable products 
that are exclusively hand crafted 
for newborn babies and parents. 

MBE Certified  

Woman Owned 

A Colorado native for years I’ve 
attended baby shower after baby 
shower either as a guest or as a 
planner and decorator. I’ve always 
been known for being “creative” 
so for fun I would think of new 
ways to make my baby shower 
gifts stand out as the most 
memorable. In my quest for the 
perfect gift I always made sure to 
incorporate essentials that I knew 
could be used for baby and mom-
dads-to-be.

NAICS Codes 

561110 Office Administrative 
Services 

561990 All Other Support services 

561920 Event & Meeting Planning 
Services 

812990 Party Planning Services 

453220 Gift & Novelty, Souvenirs 

339999 Other Misc Manufacturing 

Lunch Hour Shower
Your Source for Corporate Baby Shower Packages 

Fortunately we have the perfect solution of you! 

What is Lunch Hour Shower? In 2011, I created a 
service called Lunch Hour Shower LLC. Lunch 
Hour Shower provides baby shower packages to 
companies and corporations with an interest in 
hosting affordable baby showers for expecting 
colleagues. As I began to provide my baby gifts to 
people in the corporate industry, I found that it's 
challenging for co-workers to find time to shop for 
unique gifts for their expecting workmate, and 
coordinating a baby shower is often difficult with 
everyone’s busy schedules, This is what 
prompted me to develop the perfect solution. 
Customers are allowed to choose a date, time 
and theme for the baby shower and baby shower 
party essentials are assembled, boxed and 
delivered to the home or place of business.  

When you order your custom LUNCH HOUR 
SHOWER package all that's required is that you 
open the box and set up. That Simple! 

Pick a date time and theme and book your 
Lunch Hour Shower today!  
www.lunchhourshower.com
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Need help planning a baby shower for an expecting colleague?
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